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Top 15 Worst Environmental Disasters Caused by Humans. On various occasions in history, the planet has been compelled to shoulder
some of the worst environmental disasters caused by human activities. The disasters range from wars to nuclear explosions, chemical
spill, toxic gas leaks, and oil spills. Whenever these disasters occur, the environmental consequences presented are very high and their
impacts are felt for hundreds of years. In some cases, property and lives remain damaged beyond repair or full compensation.
According to Wikipedia, â€œAn environmental disaster is a disaster to the natu... "Riskey Business" deals with man's relationship with
nature in the context of environmental disasters, including those clearly due to industrialization, and those less obviously resulting from
human activity (climate change). The focus is on a philosophical framework that recognizes man and nature as a symbiotic continuum.
The author is a Jungian analyst and a toxicologist who specializes in the evaluating and clean-up of hazardous waste sites.Â Several
significant case studies are discussed from the viewpoint of Jungian archetypes.Â Hopefully this will lead to more responsible group
action in dealing with and preventing environmental disasters. There is a lot of food for thought compacted into this relatively small but
authoritative book. Start by marking â€œRisky Business: A Jungian View of Environmental Disasters and the Nature Archetype (Studies
in Jungian Psychology by Jungian Analysts, 130)â€ as Want to Read: Want to Read savingâ€¦ Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read.
Other editions. Enlarge cover. Natural disasters in Russia are not all that common, yet some regions are more at risk than others. In
recent years, Russians have experienced heat waves, flooding, earthquakes, and freezing rain. 1. Flooding in the Far East, 2013. A view
of the desolate and flooded Lenin Stadium, which is the home arena of the local soccer club SKA-Energiya, is seen in Khabarovsk.
Reuters.Â This was the most devastating natural disaster in the regionâ€™s history. In July 2012, following severe rainstorms, ten
resort towns and port cities were flooded, including Gelendzhik and Novorossiysk. But the main blow landed on the town of Krymsk and
its population of 57,000 people, of whom 150 perished.

